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Abstract: An innovative methodology is proposed to identify potential risk factors and possible
accident escalation consequences, and to determine the evolution of an accident from cause to
consequence, thereby to identify the most probable path and discover key risk factors along the path
rapidly. Based on the principle of a directed weighted complex network (DWCN), the bow-tie (BT)
model, risk entropy and the improved ant colony optimization (IACO) algorithm are integrated into
this methodology. First, the qualitative analysis of risk evolution based on the BT model is carried out.
The evolution development based on accident suppression can be divided into two stages: accident
precursor stage and accident evolution stage. Then, a new method for mapping BT into DWCN is
proposed. Lastly, the shortest path analysis of risk evolution based on the IACO algorithm is carried
out, fuzzy set theory (FST) is introduced to calculate the failure probability of risk factors, and risk
entropy is used to represent the uncertainty of risk propagation. Thus, the IACO algorithm can be
used to calculate the shortest path of risk evolution. The proposed method is applied to oil and gas
leakages in the FPSO oil and gas processing system. The results show that it is an effective method to
identify the shortest evolution path and the most vulnerable risk factors.

Keywords: risk analysis; FPSO oil and gas processing system; risk evolution path; directed weighted
complex network (DWCN); improved ant colony optimization (IACO) algorithm

1. Introduction

Recent decades have seen the increasing demand of oil and gas sources due to con-
tinuous economic and social progress. Although new and renewable energy sources are
experiencing rapid growth [1], oil and gas are still the major primary energy resources, the
demand for which is expected to increase by 35% from 2010 to 2040. Deepwater oil and gas
development is playing an increasingly important role in the oil and gas industry [2].

An FPSO is a floating production storage and offloading unit, which can make the
development of the small and/or remote fields in deeper water possible [3]. FPSOs receive
production fluids from one or more undersea oil reservoirs via risers, and the fluids are
then separated at the topside (vessel deck) into oil, gas, and water; then, contaminants
are reduced by a separation system. FPSOs can adapt to different water depths, and they
are movable and easy to relocate. However, as complex systems integrating all kinds of
processing units, FPSOs are usually set up in harsh deep-sea waters for their entire life cycle,
which often spans over 10 years. Hence, FPSOs are subjected to extreme environmental
loads caused by extreme sea conditions (big waves, currents, etc.), and a relatively high
accident likelihood in terms of oil and gas leakage may exist. The dispersing of oil and gas
can form a flammable cloud, which can pose a potential fire and explosion risk. In February
2015, an FPSO explosion accident in the Brazilian offshore resulted in nine fatalities, and
this accident was close to that of the Macondo disaster in 2010 [4,5]. According to HSE
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statistics, the proportion of gas leakage in offshore operation is as high as 56%. Due to
the high risk of FPSO operation, research on risk evaluation for FPSOs due to oil and gas
leakage and subsequent chain effects is very important and can provide theoretical and
technical support for improving the ability of risk control for FPSOs in operation [6].

1.1. Literature Review

The existence of risk factors could lead to the occurrence of accidents. After ana-
lyzing 75,000 investigation reports of industrial accidents in the United States, Heinrich
and Superintendent [7] identified that risk factors related to unsafe human behavior, un-
safe environment conditions, and unsafe management are the main causes of accidents.
Suraji et al. [8] analyzed 500 accident records in the UK and proposed that the existence
of four types of risks, including unreasonable planning, poor quality control measures,
non-standard operation, and poor operating conditions, led to the occurrence of accidents.
The risk factors leading to accidents are interconnected to form a risk factor network system.
Both the domino model and the Swiss cheese model [9] consider that risk factors leading
to accidents are related to each other. The risk management model [10] and the STAMP
model (systems-theoretic accident model and processes model) [11] also propose that these
interrelated risk factors constitute a complex and interrelated risk factor network system.
When a risk factor occurs, other risk factors of the system will occur one after another, and
finally accelerate the deterioration of the event. Therefore, breaking through the assumption
of risk independence and analyzing the network evolution mechanism of risk factors is
helpful in identifying key risk factors from the perspective of system security.

Based on risk correlation, there are many models for risk analysis from the perspective
of system security, including qualitative and quantitative risk assessment techniques, such
as failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA), the hazard and operability study (HAZOP),
fishbone diagram analysis (FDA), fault tree analysis (FTA), and event tree analysis (ETA).
As two effective risk assessment methods, FTA and ETA can perform qualitative analysis
on risk factor identification and quantitative assessment on the possibility of unexpected
events [12]. The BT model is a common method that combines FTA and ETA, which
considers a common top-level event called a critical event, combined with quantitative risk
analysis and accident consequence assessment [13]. In addition, there are risk assessment
methods such as the Master logic diagram [14] and Bayesian network (BN) [15]. However,
there are certain limitations in the use of these methods in the face of complex risk factor
network systems, and they cannot accurately reflect all risk factors and their evolution
mechanisms that lead to accidents. For example, the FTA model usually constructs risk
factors leading to the accident and its causal relationship structure for a single accident.
However, there are many types of chemical products and complex production processes,
and the FTA model cannot fully reflect all the risk factors and their correlations that lead
to explosion accidents. BN is a directed acyclic network, and the correlation between risk
factors constitutes a directed recurrent network [16]. However, BN focuses on assessing the
overall risks of all failure paths and cannot directly calculate the failure risk of a single path
between any two nodes. In addition, there will be a state explosion problem if the number
of causal factors is significant and the relationships among them are complex.

The introduction of a complex network (CN) method provides new ideas and methods
for the study of risk factor network systems. Based on CN, the evolution relationship
of risk factors in accidents is described by constructing the network topology structure
of risk factors [17]. For instance, network diagrams have been developed to capture the
complex interdependencies among risks involved in railway accidents [18], which was
also studied by Liu et al. [19] with the application of a causal network to mine the fault
information. In addition, an evidential network-based hierarchical model was proposed
by [20] to investigate the common cause failures and mixed uncertainties for system
reliability analysis. Risk-propagating path was modeled by Singh and Maiti [21] to assess
the performance of a risk control system, which was similar to the studies for risk analysis
involved in domino effects [22]. The cascading effects of risk events were also frequently
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utilized to study the risk propagation process. Wu et al. [23] proposed a risk propagation
model of cascading failure based on discrete dynamical systems. Wang et al. [24] took the
risk interaction and propagation effects into consideration to determine the risk priority of
failure mode with the PageRank algorithm.

Considering the successful application of CNs in the subway [25], power industry [26],
and water supply fields, in this study, the risk propagation of fire and explosion accidents
caused by oil and gas leakage is analyzed from the perspective of the network, so that
the criticality of the hazardous event can be assessed on this basis. According to studies
by Granovetter [27], Serrano and Boguna [28], and McAuley et al. [29], the differences or
advantages of the CN applied in this study and traditional risk analysis methods can be
summarized by the following three aspects:

1. Compared with traditional methods such as FTA, ETA, and BN, adjacency matrices
in CN can more effectively represent and analyze complex correlations between
hazardous events, which is beneficial for risk mitigation.

2. The method under CN theory is highly scalable. Most of the risk scenarios studied by
traditional methods are limited by existing accident reports. However, in this study,
CN can be combined with a path-planning algorithm to simulate the risk propagation
paths in various scenarios and solve the shortest propagation paths with different
consequences under various initial trigger factors.

3. There are more quantitative analysis perspectives under CN theory that can be used to
evaluate hazardous events, such as degree distribution, degree correlation coefficient,
betweenness, average path length, eigenvector, clustering coefficient, etc., which are
not available in traditional risk analysis methods.

1.2. Innovative Contribution

The purpose of this study is to explore the propagation mechanism of risks involved
in unsafe events, from triggering events to fire and explosion accidents, and on this basis,
recommendations or countermeasures are more focused on risk mitigation to improve
the reliability of oil and gas processing system. To this end, the BT model of gas leakage
and oil leakage is established and mapped into CN according to the mapping rules. The
method proposed in this study focuses on the risk propagation mechanism in the developed
CN, and the applicability of the method is verified by the practical application of fire and
explosion accidents caused by oil and gas leakages. The results show that the proposed
method can be extended to other types of accidents, such as collision, impact, oil unloading,
etc., thereby improving the safety level of FPSOs. The salient features of the proposed
method in this study are summarized as follows:

1. A model based on a BT model mapped to CN is explored to deal with the evolution
method of fire and explosion accidents caused by oil and gas leakage in FPSO oil and
gas processing systems.

2. A shortest path planning algorithm based on risk graph theory is proposed, i.e.,
an IACO algorithm, which is extended to solve the shortest path problem with
uncertainty.

1.3. Organization

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. A brief description of the
proposed method, including the BT model, the method of mapping BT into CN, and the
IACO algorithm, is shown in Section 2. The qualitative risk analysis based on the window
of opportunity and the quantitative risk of oil and gas leakage risk propagation evolution
path based on the CN and IACO algorithm are presented in Section 3. Section 4 compares
the proposed method with BN and compares the conventional ACO algorithm and IACO
algorithm. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
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2. Proposed Methodology

The proposed methodology in this study is illustrated in Figure 1, in which the
combination of BT, DWCN, and IACO algorithms leads to a comprehensive model for
evaluating the risk propagation capacity of hazardous events.
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Figure 1. The proposed methodology for assessing the accident shortest path.

According to Figure 1, the proposed comprehensive model can be developed using
4 steps:

Step 1: The establishment of a BT model of accident evolution. Combined with
ETA and FTA, a risk evolution analysis model is established, and corresponding safety
barriers are established in the accident evolution path to achieve the purpose of preventing,
controlling, and mitigating risk accidents.

Step 2: The mapping of BT into CN. According to the mapping principle of nodes and
edges, the CN of an accident chain starting from the triggering event to the consequence
event is established.

Step 3: Risk entropy and the determination of edge weights. Considering the random
uncertainty and fuzzy uncertainty of risk propagation, the edge weight is represented
by the risk entropy, so that the path search algorithm can be introduced to measure the
propagation state of accident risk.

Step 4: Shortest path analysis based on IACO algorithm. Aiming at the problem of
local optimum in the optimization process, the traditional ACO algorithm is improved; the
shortest path calculation of the risk evolution network is realized, and the path with the
minimum weight sum between any two nodes is sought.

2.1. The Establishment of BT Model
2.1.1. Bow-Tie Analysis Method

Compared with FTA and ETA, the BT model has its unique advantages. It clearly
states the combination of the primary event that could lead to the top event and the failure
of the safety barrier to escalate the top event to a specific consequence. BT analysis [30]
is mainly used for risk assessment, barrier analysis, accident risk management, and to
help understand specific risk conditions and systemic risk and prevention. BT method
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establishes corresponding safety barriers on the evolution path to prevent, control, and
mitigate risk accidents. Preventive barriers are used to reduce the likelihood of an accident,
while control and mitigation barriers are used to reduce the severity of the consequences
and the duration of the accident to limit the escalation of the accident. The principle of
accident risk prevention and control based on the BT method is shown in Figure 2. In the
process of accident development, corresponding safety barriers should be established to
eliminate danger sources, prevent deterioration, and reduce consequences.
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Figure 2. The principle of accident risk prevention and control based on the BT method.

2.1.2. Window of Opportunity during Accident Evolution

The concept of window of opportunity (WO) is mainly used in the medical field to
indicate the best time to treat a disease [31,32]. The WO represents the best time to invest in
a business and the best time to catch up with competitors [33,34]. In this paper, it is obtained
from the BT model that, in the evolution path of suppressing accident escalation, there
are two stages that can prevent and control the evolution of accidents, namely accident
precursor stage before the occurrence of key events and accident evolution stage of key
events into consequence accidents. The accident evolution is shown in Figure 3.
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In the accident precursor stage, the main task of the operators is to carry out daily
inspections, identify and eliminate dangerous factors. The accident precursor stage mainly
includes equipment operation, equipment inspection/supervision, equipment maintenance,
etc. Normally, through routine inspection and maintenance, dangerous factors can be
discovered and eliminated in a timely and effective manner; thereby, the probability of
accidents can be reduced, and the time of the accident precursor stage can be extended.
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However, due to human factors as well as environmental factors, including the year-round
operation of the equipment, the number and frequency of daily inspections cannot keep up
with the wear rate of the equipment. In addition, as worker workload and stress increase,
inspections and maintenance become less effective, all of which will lead to a reduction in
the probability of finding and eliminating risk factors.

In the accident evolution stage, the main task of the operator is to take emergency
measures to prevent the accident from escalating. It can be divided into three parts: accident
escalation, accident mitigation/control, and accident termination.

Whether and what actions are taken at each stage will cause the accident to develop in
different directions. Failure to cut off the development path of the accident quickly and
effectively will shorten the WO and cause the accident to rapidly escalate into a disaster.

2.2. BT Mapping into CN
2.2.1. Mapping Principles

According to the FTA and ETA models of the BT model, the accident chain starting
with the triggering event and ending with the final consequence event can be extracted.
All hazardous events can be divided into initial trigger events (risk sources), intermediate
events, transmission events (unsafe behavior/state), and consequence events (accidents).
The relationship between them is:

• Initial trigger event: Also known as risk source, this is the source event, which is the
weakest event that triggers the accident, and the occurrence of this event will lead to
the possibility of subsequent events.

• Transmission event: The occurrence of this event will most likely trigger the occurrence
of a top-level event. During the risk evolution process, the occurrence of transmission
events should be avoided.

• Consequence event: This is the final consequence event of network evolution, which
is the end of risk propagation.

• Intermediate event: Between the risk source and the transmission event, this is the key
factor that triggers the transmission event, and it is also the follow-up event of the risk
source.

All the above-mentioned dangerous events are considered nodes in the developed
network, and the logical relationships between the identified events are considered directed
edges. Therefore, through logical deduction, a CN can be built from a trigger event to a
consequence event [35], as shown in Figure 4.
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Mapped nodes and edges should follow the guidelines below:

1. Mapped nodes

CNs focus on the result orientation of evolution, so nodes not only represent an event,
but also represent the state of the event. In fact, the state of an event is divided into
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many kinds; the simplest one is occurrence or non-occurrence. In the modeling process of
CN, nodes need be specified as the state of events. Multiple nodes need to be defined to
distinguish the different state of one event.

2. Mapped edges

Mapping causal relationships between discrete, categorical nodes requires defining
logical edges. Event chains can be developed with the help of causal relationships between
these events, so that many event chains can be obtained. The basic rule is to identify the
immediate cause and effect of each node. The evolution forms of nodes include straight
chain, divergent, centralized, cross, circular, and so on. In the BT, various causal events
penetrate, intersect, and shuttle each other, forming a crossed network evolution type.

2.2.2. CN Model

Similar to social networks, typical CNs also consist of nodes and edges [36], i.e., the CN
can be expressed as G = (V, E), where V = {vi|iεI = {1, 2, · · · , N}} is the set of network
nodes. The set of edges between two nodes can be represented by E =

{
eij =

(
vi, vj

)∣∣i, jεI
}

.
The adjacency matrix is an N×N matrix, which can be expressed as:

Aij =

{
aij × pij, i→ j

0, else
(1)

That is, aij(i, jεI) = 1 when event i triggers event j, and 0 otherwise. The probability
of event i triggering event j is recorded as pij, and the probability of event i being triggered
by event j is recorded as pji.

2.3. Risk Entropy of CN

The accident-development process is accompanied by the transmission of the node
risk state. The difficulty of the transmission is reflected in the edge weight w of the CN.
The traditional edge weight is characterized by assigning a certain value [37], while the
risk propagation is uncertain and needs to be represented by probability. However, the CN
path search algorithm is based on the traversal addition operation, and the probability is
not additive; entropy is additivity.

Therefore, fuzzy set theory (FST) and entropy are introduced here. FST can effectively
represent subjective, fuzzy, and imprecise data and information, in which the fuzzy num-
bers that experts are invited to score will represent the probability value of the main event;
the fuzzy numbers in linguistic terms can then be transformed into fuzzy failure probabili-
ties of factors. The probability is then converted into risk entropy, thereby representing the
conduction weight between nodes. The steps are as follows:

Step 1: Judgments made by experts in the form of language expressions are first
transformed into fuzzy numbers (Table 1) and then aggregated into a fuzzy number called
fuzzy possibilities (FPs). Assume that the judgment of any two experts on the possibility of
a certain risk transmission corresponds to the trapezoidal fuzzy numbers A = (a1, a2, a3, a4)
and B = (b1, b2, b3, b4). M is the total number of experts, W(Ei) is the influence weight
of expert Ei, and the event conduction possibility RAG = (RAG1, RAG2, RAG3, RAG4) after
aggregate calculation is obtained as:

RAG = CC(E1) · E1 + CC(E2) · E2 + · · ·+ CC(EM) · EM (2)

Here, CC(Ei) is the consistency coefficient of expert Ei, i.e.,

CC(Ei) = β ·W(Ei) + (1− β) · RA(Ei) (3)
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β ∈ [0, 1] is the relaxation factor, which represents the importance of W(Ei), which is
taken as 0.5 in this paper.

RA(Ei) =
AA(Ei)

M
∑

i=1
AA(Ei)

(4)

AA(Ei) =
1

M− 1

M

∑
j = 1
j 6= i

Sij
(
Ei, Ej

)
(5)

S(A, B) = 1− 1
4

4

∑
i=1
|ai − bi| (6)

Table 1. Fuzzy possibilities and qualitative and quantitative characterization.

Linguistic Variables Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number Qualitative Description Probabilistic Representation

Very Low (VL) (0,0,0.1,0.2) Almost impossible to happen (0, 10−6)

Low (L) (0.1,0.25,0.25,0.4) May happen (10−6, 10−3)

Medium (M) (0.3,0.5,0.5,0.7) Sometimes happen (10−3, 10−2)

High (H) (0.6,0.8,0.8,1) Happen several times (10−2, 10−1)

Very High (VH) (0.9,0.95,1,1) Happen frequently (10−1, 1)

Step 2: Defuzzification. The center of gravity (COG) deblurring method is used here
to deblur the trapezoidal fuzzy number RAG.

FPS =
1
3

[
RAG1 + RAG2 + RAG3 + RAG4 −

RAG4RAG3 − RAG1RAG2

(RAG3 + RAG4)− (RAG1 + RAG2)

]
(7)

Step 3: The probability value obtained by fuzzy reasoning and the random probability
value are usually not in the same order of magnitude. In order to combine the two, the
Onisawa transformation formula is used to convert the subjective fuzzy language level
(FPs) into the objective random probability level (FPr):

FPr =
{ 1

10K FPS 6= 0
0 FPS = 0

K =
[(

1−FPS
FPS

)]
1
3 × 2.301 (8)

where K is a constant value, FPs is the fuzzy probability, and FPr is the fuzzy probability of
each conduction path.

Step 4: Transformation of risk entropy. Probability risk entropy with additivity is
introduced here to measure the accident risk propagation [38]. Entropy is a state function
that was introduced by Clausius in 1867 to complete the quantification of the second law of
thermodynamics, which has evolved into a measure of system disorder or uncertainty [39].
Shannon [40] used information entropy to describe the uncertainty of an information source.
Drawing on the definition of self-information in information theory, this paper uses self-
information to represent the edge weights between nodes, called risk entropy. For the event
i triggering event j, its entropy value can be expressed as:

wij = − ln(pij) (9)

The calculation of an accident shortest path can be converted into the optimal solution
problem. The higher the probability of an event, the smaller the self-information; therefore,
the shortest path of an accident is the path with the lowest risk entropy. Finding the shortest
path between any two nodes i and j is one of the most important research topics of CN [41].
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A path is a sequence of edges with a specific starting node and destination node. When
there are multiple paths between two nodes, finding the path with the shortest distance
becomes the main goal, that is, to solve the following formula [42,43]:

min∑− ln(aij ∗ wij) (10)

2.4. Risk Evolution Shortest Path Calculation Based on IACO Algorithm

It can be seen from Equation (10) that for a DWCN, the shortest path is the path with
the smallest sum of edge weights between two nodes in the network graph. When the CN
has multiple initial events, the shortest path when multiple events lead to the final accident
can be analyzed separately. The problem of finding the shortest path between two nodes
is one of the most important research topics in CNs. A path is a sequence of edges with a
specific starting point and destination point. When there are multiple paths between two
points, finding the fastest evolution becomes the main goal, which is the problem of finding
the shortest path.

Metaheuristics can handle additional constraints in reasonable computational time and
to provide optimal or near-optimal path solutions in small and large networks. Identifying
the shortest path using a meta-heuristic algorithm provides a suitable solution aimed at
improving the efficiency of the identification process.

Conventional path planning algorithms include search algorithms based on graph the-
ory (such as Floyd algorithm), the Dijkstra algorithm, the A* algorithm, etc. [44]. Although
these algorithms can find the global optimal solution, it will have higher time complexity
and space complexity. The sampling-based rapid search random tree (RRT) algorithm
is suitable for high-dimensional environments [45] and has the advantages of complete
probability and no need for mapping. However, the found path cannot achieve the effect of
real-time path planning, and the randomness of the results brought by random search also
affects the practical application of the RRT algorithm. At present, meta-heuristic algorithms
such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) [46], genetic algorithms (GAs) [47,48], and the
ACO algorithm [49–52] have been widely used in different research fields.

The ACO algorithm is an intelligent algorithm proposed by Marco Dorigo. The ACO
algorithm is derived from the process of ant colonies searching for food. Scientists have
found that after ants find food, they release a substance called pheromone along their
path, which can guide other ants to find food. However, the way ants choose paths is
random, and some ants will not choose paths with high pheromone concentrations. The
concentration of inductive substances on the valuable path will continue to increase, and
the path that has the most ants traveled is the optimal path. Due to the heuristic advantage
of the ACO algorithm, it has great advantages in path planning. For solving the fire and
explosion risk evolution problem of the FPSO oil and gas processing system caused by the
initial trigger event in this paper, the ACO algorithm can effectively solve the shortest path
of the risk evolution, and the concentration of the pheromone represents the length of the
evolution path. The key transmission factors in the risk evolution process are obtained
through the ACO algorithm to provide reference for engineering operators to curb the risk
propagation path. Additionally, the shortest path of the risk evolution network is improved
based on the ACO algorithm in this paper.

The ACO algorithm consists of a given number of ants, whose main goal is to find
bird nests and food sources. Given a directed graph of N nodes, dij represents the distance
between node i and node j, the number of ants is set to m, and the tabu table-tabuk of
each ant is set to record the node information that the ants have walked through [53]. At
the beginning, the ants will continuously select the next position to move from the list of
possible positions according to the strength of the pheromone on the path and the heuristic
information. After each ant has constructed a solution, the amount of pheromone left on
the path by the ant is updated according to the pheromone update rule, and after updating
the pheromone, the process is iteratively reread until the termination condition is met.
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The solution generated by the algorithm will be the best solution found throughout the
iterations. At the initial moment, each pheromone is equal, set at τij(0) = c (c is a constant).

The probability Pk
ij(t) that an ant moves from position i to position j in one iteration is

given by [54]:

Pk
ij(t) =


τα

ij (t)η
β
ij(t)

∑
s∈allowedk

τα
is(t)η

β
is(t)

, j ∈ allowedk

0, otherwise

(11)

allowedk represents the position node set that the ant k at position i can move, that is,
the adjacent points of I; τij(t) represents the pheromone concentration between positions;
ηij(t) is heuristic information, which is the reciprocal of the distance between two nodes,
ηij(t) = 1/dij; the parameters α and β are free parameters, which determine the relative
importance of pheromone τ and heuristic information η, respectively [55]; if α = 0, the
ant will randomly choose the next position to move (that is, the ant will not consider the
experience of the previous ant); if β = 0, the ants will only consider the road segments that
ants pass through, which will cause the algorithm to stagnate in some cases. When all ants
complete one search, the pheromone concentration on each path is adjusted according to
the following formula:

τij(t + 1) = (1− ρ)τij(t) + ∆τij(t) (12)

ρ is the pheromone volatilization factor, which represents the decay degree of pheromone
τij(t) with time, ρ ∈ (0, 1). ∆τij(t) is the pheromone increment, ∆τij(t) = ∑m

i=1 ∆τk
ij(t),

where ∆τk
ij(t) represents the ants the pheromone increment brought by ant k to the edge

(i, j) in this cycle. If the ant k does not pass the path (i, j), then ∆τk
ij(t) = 0; otherwise,

∆τk
ij(t) = Q/Lk Q is the given parameter, and Lk is the path length searched by the kth ant

in this cycle.
Compared with other algorithms, although the basic ant colony algorithm can search

for a high-quality solution globally, the search efficiency of the algorithm is low in the early
stage of calculation because the pheromone on each path is not very different. The basic ant
colony algorithm easily falls into a local optimal state in the optimization process, which is
mainly due to the excessive positive feedback mechanism that guides lots of ants to the
path with higher pheromone, which reduces the probability of choosing other paths. The
following improvements are made:

1. The heuristic function is improved

The main factors affecting the shortest path are the probability transfer between nodes
and the update of pheromone concentration on the walking path. In general, the reciprocal
of the Euclidean distance between node i and the next node j is taken as the heuristic
function in the transition probability. In fact, in the initial search, the number of ants on the
walking path is small, and the released pheromone is small, which causes the probability
of other ants to deviate from the correct search path; thus, a local optimal solution or
an invalid solution is formed [56]. Therefore, the Euclidean distance between the next
node and the target node is introduced into the heuristic function; thereby, the connection
between the current node and the target node is strengthened. The mathematical expression
is as follows:

ηij =
1

(dij + djE)
2 (13)

dij represents the distance between the current node i and the next feasible node j; djE
is the distance from the next feasible node j to the target node E, so the directionality of
the search path is strengthened, the running time is shortened accordingly, and the time
efficiency of the algorithm is improved.

2. Update rules of pheromone concentration be improved
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After each iteration of the ACO algorithm from the starting point to the end point, an
optimal path will appear in the paths traveled by all ants. This optimal path is the shortest
path in this iteration but not necessarily the global optimal path, but the probability of
finding the globally optimal path around this path is high. In order to reduce the possibility
that the ant colony chooses road sections with less pheromone concentration during the
walking process, and in order to increase the value of the shortest path after each iteration,
the pheromone concentration weighting is carried out on the section of the optimal path
generated by this iteration. Therefore, in later iterations, the optimal path will be inductive
to the ant colony:

τij(t + 1) =

{
(1− ρ)τij(t) + ϑ∆τij(t), Pij ∈ Pbest(S, E)

(1− ρ)τij(t) + ∆τij(t), otherwise
(14)

In the above formula, θ is the undetermined coefficient; in this paper, θ = 2 is set;
Pbest(S, E) represents the optimal path in this iteration; ρ is the pheromone volatility factor.
In a complex risk evolution network, using the ant colony algorithm to solve the shortest
path should not take all nodes as the path-finding range. In order to reduce the search
range, it is inspired by the shortest straight line between two nodes.

3. Case Study
3.1. FPSO Oil and Gas Processing System

FPSOs are large-scale offshore floating production and offloading platforms integrating
oil and gas production, processing, storage and export, power supply, and personnel life.
FPSOs are composed of more than a dozen major systems such as subsea system, hull
system, mooring positioning system, oil and gas processing system, power system, fire
monitoring system, oil storage and export system, so on. The oil and gas processing system
are an organic whole for the separation and processing of crude oil. A lot of oil and gas
processing equipment is involved, including valves, flanges, pipelines, and so on. These
are potential sources of oil and gas leakage. The flammable and explosive characteristics
of oil and gas make the oil and gas processing system the most important high-risk factor
of FPSOs. Additionally, crude oil treatment systems are mainly used to separate different
types of substances produced by oil wells and then transport the separated oil, gas, and
sewage to other systems for further purification. Its technological process is shown in
Figure 5.
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From the analysis of the process flow and on-site operation, the most dangerous equip-
ment for gas leakage is the first-stage separator (hereinafter referred to as the separator),
and the most dangerous equipment for oil leakage is the second-stage heater (hereinafter
referred to as the heater). Therefore, the gas leakage of the separator and the oil leakage of
the heater are analyzed as key risk events in this paper.

3.2. Qualitative Analysis Based on BT Model

Here, the natural gas leakage of the separator and the crude oil leakage of the heater
are regarded as the key events of the BT model. The left side is the FTA of the oil and gas
leakage, and the right side is the ETA of the fire and explosion accidents. Additionally,
for leakage detection failure, emergency shutdown failure, ignition protection failure, fire
extinguishing failure, etc., corresponding accident analysis is carried out. Combined with
data records and engineering experience, the causes and resulting events of leakage are
summarized, and the BT model of natural gas leakage and the BT model of crude oil
leakage are established, as shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 6. The BT model of gas leakage.

“X”, “M”, and “T” constitute the basic events, intermediate events, and top events
of FTA, respectively. I1–I5 represent control and mitigation barriers in ETA, and C1–C6
represent accident consequences. The basic event symbol description is shown in Table 2;
the intermediate event symbol description is shown in Table 3; the ET control mitigation
barrier is shown in Table 4; and the accident escalation consequence description is shown
in Table 5.
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Figure 7. The BT model of oil leakage.

Table 2. Description of the basic events.

Item Event Item Event

X1 Rainstorm X42 Hitting sparks
X2 Hurricane X43 Smoking
X3 Crane falling hitting X44 Thermal processing
X4 Touch by mistake while repairing X45 Heat generation from pumps
X5 Missing detection of separator defects X46 Heat generation from Pipe
X6 Joints not tightly sealed X47 Heat generation from HT electrical equipment
X7 Valves not tightly closed X48 Smoke detector failure
X8 Flanges not tightly closed X49 Sprinkler valve failure
X9 Corrosion of internal substance X50 Sprinkler head clogged

X10 Stress concentration of separator X51 Foam production unit failure
X11 Residual stress of separator X52 Foam gun clogged
X12 N2 input line failure X53 Pipeline broken
X13 N2 system failure X54 Fire pump failure
X14 Gas pipe blockage X55 Damaged fire pipe network
X15 Valve clogged X56 Not enough foam
X16 Pressure regulating valve failure X57 Dry powder fire extinguishing equipment failure
X17 Liquid volume too large X58 Improper selection of heater shell
X18 Improper selection of separator body X59 Material defection of heater shell
X19 Material defection of separator X60 Weld defection of heater shell
X20 Weld defection of separator X61 Residual stress of heater shell
X21 Not enough preservatives X62 Stress concentration of heater shell
X22 Corrosion inhibitor injection line failure X63 Heater bolt material defect
X23 Corrosion inhibitor injection pump failure X64 Heater bolt corrosion failure
X24 Wear corrosion X65 Gasket material defect
X25 Electrochemical corrosion X66 Gasket crush rupture
X26 Separator anti-corrosion coating failure X67 Gasket corrosion failure
X27 Separator cathodic protection failure X68 Flange material defect
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Table 2. Cont.

Item Event Item Event

X28 Power failure of detector system X69 Flange corrosion failure
X29 Gas detector malfunction X70 Relatively low preload.
X30 Logic controller failure X71 Uneven preload
X31 Actuator failure X72 Shim deviation
X32 Incorrect installation of gas detector X73 anti-corrosion coating failure of heater shell
X33 Not removed of gas detector cover X74 Cathodic protection failure of heater shell
X34 Incorrect installation height of gas detector X75 Flange surface rough
X35 Emergency shut-off valve failure X76 Flange surface impurity
X36 Control program failure X77 Flange surface be scratched
X37 Executive power failure X78 Oil leakage undiscovered
X38 Manual valve failure X79 Pressure sensor failure
X39 Operation error X80 Pressure transmission signal failure
X40 Lightning X81 Pressure alarm failure
X41 Static electricity X82 Missed detection of defects in heater

Table 3. Description of the intermediate events.

Item Event Item Event Item Event

M1 Third damaged M14 Exposed to corrosive
environments M27 Heater defect

M2 Separator defect M15 Separator exterior corrosion
protection failure M28 Heater corrosion perforation

M3 Separator corrosion
perforation M16 Gas detection system failure M29 Leakage at heater flange

connection

M4 Leakage at seals M17 Inability to effectively detect
gas leakage M30 Defect of heater design and

manufacturing
M5 External hitting M18 Emergency shutdown failure M31 Heater external corrosion
M6 Separator body defect M19 Manual shutdown failure M32 Heater stress corrosion
M7 Separator not tightly sealed M20 Open flame M33 Heater bolt failure
M8 Internal corrosion M21 Equipment hot surface M34 Heater Gasket Failure
M9 Separator external corrosion M22 Fire water system failure M35 Heater flange failure

M10 Separator stress corrosion M23 Defect of separator design
and manufacturing M36 Incorrect heater flange

installation

M11 N2 supply failure M24 Foam fire extinguishing
system failure M37 External anti-corrosion failure

of heater
M12 Separator overpressure M25 Insufficient water pressure M38 Flange surface defect

M13 Internal anti-corrosion
measures failure M26 Insufficient foam mix M39 Pressure monitoring failure

Table 4. Control and mitigation barriers description of FTA.

Item Description

I1 Gas leakage detection failure
I2 Emergency shutdown failure
I3 Ignition protection failure
I4 Fire extinguishing failure
I5 Oil leakage detection failure
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Table 5. BT model accident escalation consequences.

Item Consequence

C1 Gas leakage pollution
C2 Gas jet fire
C3 vapor cloud explosion
C4 Oil leakage pollution
C5 liquid jet fire
C6 Pool fire

The initial trigger events leading to oil and gas leakage are diverse. Human factors,
equipment factors and environmental factors may eventually evolve into oil and gas leak-
age. When oil and gas leakage occur, the success or failure of the corresponding protection
system will eventually lead to different consequences. Gas leakage of the separator could
lead to gas jet fire (JF) and vapor cloud explosion (VCE) and oil leakage of the heater could
lead to oil contamination, liquid JF, and pool fire (PF). Different consequence events cause
different degrees of harm and require different protective measures:

• Gas leakage diffusion (C1): when the natural gas is in a state of high concentration, the
oxygen in the air will not be sufficient to sustain life, resulting in the death of people
by suffocation. Additionally, when natural gas diffuses in the air, there will always be
a danger of explosion, which may eventually evolve into a VCE accident.

• JF (C2/C5): the persistence of the flame depends on the continuation of the leakage,
and the burning speed of the flame depends on the amount of gas leakage. The impact
of fire is mainly transmitted through thermal radiation. Thermal radiation is the main
factor that affects surrounding equipment and personnel.

• VCE (C3): when the combustible gas leaks and accumulates to form a certain con-
centration field of combustibles, after encountering the ignition source, a VCE will
occur. The overpressure wave generated by the explosion will have a serious impact
on human survival and equipment, buildings, etc.

• Crude oil pollution (C4): after an oil spill spreads, it will cause pollution and corrosion
threats to the devices, and accelerate the aging and damage of the devices. Simultane-
ously, there will always be a fire hazard after oil pollution. Additionally, it may evolve
into a PF when it encounters ignition sources.

• PF (C6): this refers to the fire caused by the leakage of flammable liquid on the ground,
and the main damage to the surrounding environment is thermal radiation. PFs not
only occur more frequently than other fire forms, but last a long time and are difficult
to extinguish.

A single BT model is not sufficient to complete the risk analysis of an FPSO oil and
gas processing system. Due to the multiple complexities in the occurrence mechanism and
risk evolution of oil and gas leakage, the CN theory will be introduced below. Based on the
CN of oil and gas leakage, further analysis of the occurrence of oil and gas leakage events
and the evolution of their consequences are carried out.

3.3. CN Model of Oil and Gas Leakage Risk Evolution

Combining the relationship of various BT factors, incorporating system status and
risk factors, and taking human factors, equipment factors, technological process factors,
and environmental factors as initial trigger event factors, a complex evolutionary network
is established. Four types of factors run through the entire accident cycle, and the safety
protection system is the key barrier to protect the escalation. Taking PFs, JFs, and VCEs as
the resulting events, and defining the key factors that directly lead to fires and explosions
as conduction events, such as corrosion, leakage, failure of fire protection systems, failure of
ignition protection systems, etc., a CN topology model is established caused by the failure
of the safety protection system and the initial influencing factors. The CN model is shown
in Figure 8. The nodes corresponding to the risk events are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. Risk events for fire and explosion accident in oil and gas processing system.

No. Risk Events No. Risk Events
v1 Environmental factors v49 Fire extinguishing failure
v2 Hurricane v50 Smoke detector failure
v3 Rainstorm v51 Sprinkler valve failure
v4 Environmental corrosion v52 Sprinkler head clogged
v5 Heater rupture v53 Insufficient water pressure
v6 Crane falling v54 Fire pump failure
v7 Equipment wear v55 Damaged fire pipe network
v8 Separator exterior corrosion protection failure v56 Fire water system failure
v9 Separator corrosion perforation v57 Foam production unit failure

v10 Separator rupture v58 Foam gun clogged
v11 Process flow factors v59 Pipeline broken
v12 Corrosion of internal substance v60 Insufficient foam mix
v13 Not enough preservatives v61 Not enough foam
v14 Internal corrosion v62 Gas leakage detection failure
v15 Corrosion inhibitor injection pump failure v63 Gas detection system failure
v16 N2 system failure v64 Gas detector malfunction
v17 N2 input pipe failure v65 Logic controller failure
v18 N2 supply failure v66 Actuator failure
v19 Pressure regulating valve failure v67 Incorrect installation of gas detector
v20 Valve clogged v68 Not removed of gas detector cover
v21 Gas pipe blockage v69 Incorrect installation height of gas detector
v22 Liquid volume too large v70 Inability to effectively detect gas leakage
v23 Overpressure v71 Power failure of detector system
v24 Human factors v72 Lightning
v25 External anti-corrosion failure of heater v73 Static electricity
v26 Incorrect heater flange installation v74 Hitting sparks
v27 Touch by mistake while repairing v75 Smoking
v28 Missing detection of separator defects v76 Thermal processing
v29 Missed detection of heater defects v77 Equipment hot surface
v30 Equipment factors v78 Open flame
v31 Weld defection of separator v79 Ignition protection failure
v32 Material defection of separator v80 Oil leakage detection failure
v33 Separator not tightly sealed v81 Leakage undiscovered
v34 Separator seal leakage v82 Pressure monitoring failure
v35 Improper selection of separator body v83 Pressure sensor failure
v36 Separator gas leakage v84 Pressure transmission signal failure
v37 Heater gasket failure v85 Pressure alarm failure
v38 Heater flange failure v86 JF
v39 Heater oil leakage v87 VCE
v40 Heater corrosion perforation v88 PF
v41 Heater flange connection failure v89 Control program failure
v42 Corrosion inhibitor injection pipe failure v90 Executive power failure
v43 Weld defection of heater shell v91 Emergency shutdown failure
v44 Material defection of heater shell v92 Manual shutdown failure
v45 Improper selection of heater shell v93 Automatic shutdown failure
v46 Heater bolt failure v94 Manual valve failure
v47 Foam fire extinguishing system failure v95 Operation error
v48 Dry powder fire extinguishing equipment failure v96 Emergency shut-off valve failure

As shown in Figure 8, for the various consequences caused by ETA, different propaga-
tion evolution paths will lead to different consequences, but the safety protection barriers
on the propagation paths are common, such as ignition protection, fire extinguishing, etc.
Therefore, its network evolution form is repeatedly established, and the same node is used
to represent it. The advantage of this is that key nodes can be analyzed, and the evolution
analysis of the shortest path can also be distinguished.

The use of CN can effectively determine the cause, evolution path, and consequences
of accidents. In order to quantitatively analyze accident risk and calculate the shortest path,
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we used FST and risk entropy. FST can effectively represent subjective, vague language and
imprecise information, in which the fuzzy numbers that experts are invited to score will
characterize the probability value of the main event, and then the fuzzy numbers in linguistic
terms can be transformed into fuzzy failures of factors’ probability [57,58]. The probability
is converted into risk entropy, thereby representing the edge weight between nodes.

There were 96 nodes and 178 edges in the CN model, and the edge weights were
represented by probabilities. In this evolutionary network, when node i has only one
parent node j, the edge weight between the two nodes is the failure probability of node i.
When a node has multiple parents, the node represents an intermediate event. At this time,
according to the rule of AND gate and OR gate in the graph, the edge weight is obtained.
In a CN model, edge directions are used to represent risk transmission, and edge weights
are used to represent risk values. For example, when the event evolves along the route,
the subsequent node is only the evolution path node after the occurrence of the previous
node. When the ignition protection failure v79 occurs, the subsequent evolution nodes are
smoke sensor failure v50, sprinkler valve failure v51, etc. The edge weight at this time is
the probability of occurrence of subsequent nodes. Another example is as follows: when
the fire pump failure v54 occurs, the fire water system failure v56 will most likely occur. All
edge weight values of risk factors are converted to risk entropy, as shown in Appendix A
Table A1.

3.4. The Shortest Path of Risk Evolution

The purpose of accident scenario calculation is to find the shortest path from the initial
triggering event to the consequential events. The shortest path of the fire and explosion
accident caused by the initial trigger event is equivalent to the path with the smallest risk
entropy. Based on the IACO algorithm, through continuously comparing and analyzing
the simulation results obtained by different numbers of ants, finally, the number of ants
can be set as m = 10. Additionally, the parameters α, β, and ρ are finally set as 1, 1, and
0.1, respectively. The maximum number of iterations is 100, and MATLAB was used to
calculate the shortest path of accidents caused by various risk factors. Table 7 lists the
shortest paths of leakage and escalation accidents caused by different initial trigger events,
and the nodes in each path are the main risk factors for the evolution of the accident.

Table 7. The shortest path for the initial event to trigger JF, PF, and VCE accident.

Initial Events Shortest Path to Leakage Shortest Path to Escalate Risk
Entropy

Total
Probability

JF

v1 v1→v2→v6→v10→v36 v36→v52→v56→v61→v60
→v47→v48→v49→v86 30.4 6.15 × 10−14

v11 v11→v13→v14→v40→v39 v39→v52→v56→v61→v60
→v47→v48→v49→v86 29.0 2.47 × 10−13

v24 v24→v28→v9→v36 v36→v52→v56→v61→v60
→v47→v48→v49→v86 19.8 2.64 × 10−9

v30 v30→v37→v41→v39 v39→v52→v56→v61→v60
→v47→v48→v49→v86 21.9 3.06 × 10−10

PF

v1 v1→v2→v6→v5→v39 v39→v96→v93→v94→v92
→v91→v73→v79→v52→v56
→v61→v60→v47→v48

→v49→v88

57.9 6.82 × 10−26

v11 v11→v12→v14→v40→v39 53.8 4.52 × 10−24

v24 v24→v29→v40→v39 50.8 8.49 × 10−23

v30 v30→v37→v41→v39 48.3 1.1 × 10−21

VCE

v1 v1→v2→v6→v10→v36
v36→v64→v63→v62→v73
→v79→v52→v56→v61→v60
→v47→v48→v49→v87

51.4 4.94 × 10−23

v11 v11→v12→v14→v9→v36 49.5 3.2 × 10−22

v24 v24→v28→v9→v36 40.7 2.12 × 10−18

v30 v30→v33→v34→v36 44.2 6.4 × 10−20

According to Table 7, the oil and gas leakage path caused by human factors and
equipment factors is the shortest. The shortest path leading to a gas leakage accident is
v24→v28→v9→v36, with a probability of 1.6E-03, and the shortest path leading to a crude
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oil leakage accident is v30→v37→v41→v39, with a probability of 1.85E-4, indicating that
after several steps, the initial event may lead to leakage. Leakages may be caused by the
superposition of fire sources and the failure of fire extinguishing protection, resulting in jet
fire, which will cause damage to personnel and equipment and process systems.

It can be seen in Table 7 that different initial events will lead to leakage accidents. In
order to avoid leakage accidents, corresponding measures should be taken in the precursor
stage, such as strengthening daily inspections, reducing the workload of personnel, and for-
mulating reasonable maintenance plan. In the event of a leakage, the shortest development
paths for different accident consequences (PF, JF, and VCE) are almost the same. The failures
of the fire water system, foam fire extinguishing system, and dry-powder fire-extinguishing
facilities are the main reasons for the failure of the fire-extinguishing barrier. The failures of
the emergency shut-off valve and manual valve are the main reasons for the failure of the
emergency shut-off barrier. Static electricity and gas detector failure are the main factors
leading to the failure of ignition protection and gas leakage monitoring, respectively; when
a leakage accident occurs, in order to avoid the escalation of the accident, corresponding
measures should be taken to cut off the expansion path of the leakage during the evolution
stage of the accident.

Targeted measures should be taken to cut off the development path of the accident and
make the accident develop in a relatively favorable direction. For the equipment factor, tar-
geted inspections should be carried out as far as possible in the case of shortages of human
resources. Especially for components with high failure frequency (such as separator and
heater seals, flanges, welds, etc.), the effectiveness of inspection and maintenance should
be improved. For human error, reasonable work arrangements and communication can not
only reduce workers’ stress, but also reduce the impact of the harsh working environment.
Targeted contingency planning can reduce the probability of decision failure. It can also
improve the effectiveness of emergency response, control the direction of accidents within
a limited time, and reduce the consequences of accidents.

4. Discussions

BN and the proposed method are both systematic and quantitative approaches for
performing accident risk assessment of complex systems. BN focuses on solving the overall
risk of accidents and cannot represent the risk of a single path. The proposed method
focuses on finding the most probable failure path, with which decision makers can take
emergency prevention or mitigation safety measures to cut off the risk propagation. In
addition, compared with BN, one of the distinct advantages of the proposed method is that
it can identify the shortest failure path between any two nodes in the network.

The parameter selection in the ACO algorithm has a significant influence on the effect
of path planning. Simulation experiments are carried out by setting different parameters,
and the advantages and disadvantages of the experimental results are analyzed to select
the best parameter combination. When the number of ants is too large, the influence of
pheromone concentration will be weakened, and when the algorithm converges too fast,
the influence of the algorithm on the global search ability will be weakened. Therefore,
while keeping other parameters unchanged, it is necessary to continuously compare and
analyze the simulation results obtained by different numbers of ants.

α and β are important parameters of the algorithm. Here, we only change one
parameter in each group of experiments. Each group of parameters is run 10 times and
averaged to analyze the influence of parameters on the results. Additionally, the same
starting point v1 and end point v8 are selected for testing; Figures 9 and 10 show the
influence of α and β on the experimental results, respectively. It can be seen in Figure 9 that
when the heuristic factor α is greater than 1.5, the positive feedback effect is enhanced, the
possibility of ants constructing repeated solutions increases, the possibility of stagnation
or premature convergence of the algorithm increases, and the algorithm falls into a local
optimum. Therefore, a value of [0.1, 1.3] is more appropriate. It can be seen in Figure 10
that when the expected heuristic factor β is small, the ant colony search is relatively blind,
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and the quality of the solution established is poor. When β is too large, the algorithm
begins to fall into a local optimum, and the solution begins to deteriorate. Therefore, a
value of [0.5, 2.8] for β is more appropriate. Additionally, when α is greater than β, the
empirical factor dominates, and the ants may repeat the walking path, thereby reducing
the randomness of the search; when α is less than β, the deterministic factor dominates,
and the ants are eager to comprehensively select the path with the smallest path cost and
cannot achieve the global optimum. Therefore, α = 1 and β = 1 are set here. Similarly, the
global pheromone update coefficient ρ is directly related to the global search ability and the
algorithm convergence speed [59]. In practical situations, α, β, and ρ are not independent,
but interact with and synthesize each other.
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Taking the shortest path of JF caused by equipment factors as an example, a com-
parative simulation experiment was carried out for the conventional ACO and the IACO
algorithm, and the shortest path iterative convergence is shown in Figure 11.

It can be seen in Figure 11 that the conventional ACO algorithm obtains the shortest
path entropy weight of 25.2 when iterating 36 times, and the IACO algorithm obtains
the shortest path 19.8 when iterating 24 times. Compared with the conventional ACO
algorithm, the number of iterations of the IACO algorithm is reduced by 31%, and the
shortest path length is reduced by 21.4%. After the shortest path relationship curve rapidly
drops to an optimal value, with the increase in the number of iterations, the length of the
optimal path does not change, and the curve shows a horizontal trend. The results show
that the IACO algorithm can shorten the detour path when avoiding the unreachable points
effectively; at the same time, improvements in the search strategy effectively improve the
search ability of the algorithm, the method is feasible and effective, and it has important
practical application significance.
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5. Conclusions

For identifying the key factors and shortest evolution path quickly, the CN is pro-
posed to visualize the initial trigger events, intermediate events, transmission events and
consequential events, as well as the accident development of risk influencing factors. In
addition, the edge weights are represented by risk entropy, which overcomes the tradi-
tional characterization method and considers the fuzzy and uncertain characteristics of risk
propagation to realize the quantitative evaluation of the development process of fire and
explosion accidents.

Aiming at the time and space complexity of the conventional path algorithm, a meta-
heuristic algorithm is proposed to solve the shortest path problem, and for the efficiency and
local optimal problems of the traditional ACO algorithm, an IACO algorithm is proposed
to solve the shortest path calculation problem in CN. The results show that human factors
and equipment factors are the key initial events causing oil and gas leakage accidents;
the failure of fire water systems, foam fire-extinguishing systems, and dry-powder fire-
extinguishing facilities are the main reasons for the failure of fire extinguishing barriers;
emergency shut-off valve failure and manual valve failure are the main reasons for the
failure of the emergency shutdown barrier; and static electricity and gas detector failure are
the main factors leading to the failure of ignition protection and gas leakage monitoring,
respectively. When a leakage accident occurs, in order to avoid the escalation of the accident,
corresponding measures can be taken in the evolution stage of the accident to cut off the
leaked expansion path.

The CN risk evolution method makes full use of the advantages of BT and BN by
mapping from FTA and ETA and considering the uncertainty of the data. It can solve
the probability problem of paths between any nodes, quickly identify the shortest path of
accidents and the most vulnerable risk factors, and provide more targeted decision support
for accident prevention and control.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Edge Weights of Risk Complex Evolution Network.

Edge Direction Probability Risk Entropy Edge Direction Probability Risk
Entropy

e1 v1~v6 2.502× 10−05 10.596 e90 v89~v93 9.930× 10−01 0.007
e2 v1~v2 3.226× 10−04 8.039 e91 v90~v93 9.910× 10−01 0.009
e3 v1~v3 8.467× 10−04 7.074 e92 v93~v94 1.208× 10−03 6.719
e4 v1~v4 1.368× 10−03 6.594 e93 v93~v95 8.467× 10−04 7.074
e5 v4~v8 7.328× 10−05 9.521 e94 v95~v92 8.890× 10−01 0.118
e6 v4~v25 7.328× 10−05 9.521 e95 v94~v92 9.940× 10−01 0.006
e7 v27~v6 3.878× 10−05 10.158 e96 v92~v91 9.910× 10−01 0.009
e8 v24~v27 3.750× 10−03 5.586 e97 v62~v72 3.577× 10−03 5.633
e9 v24~v26 7.328× 10−05 9.521 e98 v91~v72 3.577× 10−03 5.633

e10 v24~v29 1.287× 10−03 6.656 e99 v62~v73 1.258× 10−02 4.375
e11 v28~v10 3.441× 10−04 7.974 e100 v91~v73 1.258× 10−02 4.375
e12 v27~v10 5.663× 10−06 12.082 e101 v62~v74 7.882× 10−04 7.146
e13 v6~v10 2.128× 10−03 6.153 e102 v91~v74 7.882× 10−04 7.146
e14 v2~v7 1.001× 10−04 9.209 e103 v62~v75 1.927× 10−04 8.554
e15 v3~v7 1.927× 10−04 8.554 e104 v91~v75 1.927× 10−04 8.554
e16 v7~v9 2.493× 10−03 5.994 e105 v62~v76 4.802× 10−04 7.641
e17 v18~v34 9.632× 10−03 4.643 e106 v91~v76 4.802× 10−04 7.641
e18 v12~v14 1.733× 10−03 6.358 e107 v62~v77 8.531× 10−03 4.764
e19 v42~v14 9.054× 10−05 9.310 e108 v91~v77 8.531× 10−03 4.764
e20 v11~v12 1.309× 10−02 4.336 e109 v72~v79 5.944× 10−04 7.428
e21 v42~v13 9.910× 10−01 0.009 e110 v73~v79 7.882× 10−04 7.146
e22 v13~v14 1.946× 10−02 3.939 e111 v74~v79 1.967× 10−02 3.928
e23 v15~v13 9.850× 10−01 0.015 e112 v75~v78 9.200× 10−01 0.083
e24 v11~v13 6.851× 10−03 4.983 e113 v76~v78 9.300× 10−01 0.073
e25 v11~v15 8.467× 10−04 7.074 e114 v78~v79 9.660× 10−01 0.035
e26 v11~v16 2.502× 10−05 10.596 e115 v77~v79 1.780× 10−04 8.634
e27 v11~v17 1.001× 10−04 9.209 e116 v49~v88 8.620× 10−01 0.149
e28 v17~v18 8.860× 10−01 0.121 e117 v79~v54 1.208× 10−03 6.719
e29 v16~v18 8.960× 10−01 0.110 e118 v79~v55 9.054× 10−05 9.310
e30 v8~v9 6.387× 10−03 5.053 e119 v79~v52 2.624× 10−03 5.943
e31 v25~v40 5.865× 10−03 5.139 e120 v79~v50 7.882× 10−04 7.146
e32 v11~v22 7.882× 10−04 7.146 e121 v79~v51 1.636× 10−03 6.416
e33 v22~v23 1.044× 10−02 4.562 e122 v80~v72 3.577× 10−03 5.633
e34 v34~v36 9.960× 10−01 0.004 e123 v80~v73 1.258× 10−02 4.375
e35 v33~v34 8.650× 10−01 0.145 e124 v80~v74 7.882× 10−04 7.146
e36 v14~v9 1.733× 10−03 6.358 e125 v80~v75 1.927× 10−04 8.554
e37 v14~v40 2.624× 10−03 5.943 e126 v80~v76 4.802× 10−04 7.641
e38 v15~v14 2.254× 10−02 3.792 e127 v80~v77 8.531× 10−03 4.764
e39 v11~v42 1.927× 10−04 8.554 e128 v81~v80 1.679× 10−02 4.087
e40 v2~v6 5.426× 10−02 2.914 e129 v82~v81 8.467× 10−04 7.074
e41 v6~v5 8.531× 10−03 4.764 e130 v83~v82 8.840× 10−01 0.123
e42 v7~v40 5.944× 10−04 7.428 e131 v84~v82 9.120× 10−01 0.092
e43 v10~v36 9.960× 10−01 0.004 e132 v85~v82 8.100× 10−01 0.211
e44 v9~v36 9.970× 10−01 0.003 e133 v39~v83 3.226× 10−04 8.039
e45 v27~v5 3.878× 10−05 10.158 e134 v39~v84 7.882× 10−04 7.146
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Table A1. Cont.

Edge Direction Probability Risk Entropy Edge Direction Probability Risk
Entropy

e46 v5~v39 9.793× 10−02 2.323 e135 v39~v85 5.782× 10−04 7.456
e47 v28~v9 9.220× 10−01 0.081 e136 v39~v96 8.467× 10−04 7.074
e48 v23~v34 4.247× 10−02 3.159 e137 v39~v89 1.287× 10−03 6.656
e49 v26~v41 4.745× 10−02 3.048 e138 v39~v90 1.733× 10−03 6.358
e50 v54~v53 9.910× 10−01 0.009 e139 v36~v54 3.577× 10−03 5.633
e51 v55~v53 9.650× 10−01 0.036 e140 v39~v54 3.577× 10−03 5.633
e52 v52~v56 8.960× 10−01 0.110 e141 v36~v55 6.570× 10−03 5.025
e53 v50~v56 8.890× 10−01 0.118 e142 v39~v55 6.570× 10−03 5.025
e54 v51~v56 9.110× 10−01 0.093 e143 v36~v52 2.493× 10−03 5.994
e55 v53~v56 5.617× 10−02 2.879 e144 v39~v52 2.493× 10−03 5.994
e56 v53~v60 6.307× 10−02 2.764 e145 v36~v50 8.531× 10−03 4.764
e57 v61~v60 8.980× 10−01 0.108 e146 v39~v50 8.531× 10−03 4.764
e58 v56~v61 9.120× 10−01 0.092 e147 v36~v51 3.750× 10−03 5.586
e59 v60~v47 9.500× 10−01 0.051 e148 v39~v51 3.750× 10−03 5.586
e60 v56~v57 1.780× 10−04 8.634 e149 v41~v39 8.900× 10−01 0.117
e61 v56~v58 1.383× 10−04 8.886 e150 v40~v39 9.440× 10−01 0.058
e62 v56~v59 4.802× 10−04 7.641 e151 v29~v40 9.793× 10−02 2.323
e63 v57~v47 8.960× 10−01 0.110 e152 v29~v5 4.383× 10−02 3.127
e64 v58~v47 8.550× 10−01 0.157 e153 v24~v28 1.733× 10−03 6.358
e65 v59~v47 9.120× 10−01 0.092 e154 v24~v35 3.226× 10−04 8.039
e66 v47~v48 3.226× 10−04 8.039 e155 v35~v28 4.907× 10−04 7.620
e67 v48~v49 9.220× 10−01 0.081 e156 v31~v28 1.733× 10−03 6.358
e68 v49~v87 9.330× 10−01 0.069 e157 v32~v28 1.733× 10−03 6.358
e69 v49~v86 9.440× 10−01 0.058 e158 v45~v29 2.760× 10−03 5.892
e70 v36~v64 2.015× 10−03 6.207 e159 v30~v45 2.760× 10−03 5.892
e71 v36~v65 1.927× 10−04 8.554 e160 v30~v32 8.467× 10−04 7.074
e72 v36~v66 2.453× 10−04 8.313 e161 v30~v31 3.750× 10−03 5.586
e73 v64~v63 9.330× 10−01 0.069 e162 v19~v23 8.531× 10−03 4.764
e74 v65~v63 9.410× 10−01 0.062 e163 v30~v19 2.129× 10−05 10.757
e75 v66~v63 9.330× 10−01 0.069 e164 v20~v23 4.783× 10−03 5.343
e76 v36~v67 2.760× 10−03 5.892 e165 v21~v23 6.552× 10−05 9.633
e77 v36~v68 3.878× 10−05 10.158 e166 v46~v41 9.793× 10−02 2.323
e78 v36~v69 5.225× 10−03 5.254 e167 v37~v41 5.617× 10−02 2.879
e79 v67~v70 7.070× 10−02 2.649 e168 v38~v41 5.426× 10−02 2.914
e80 v68~v70 9.920× 10−01 0.008 e169 v43~v29 2.760× 10−03 5.892
e81 v69~v70 5.426× 10−02 2.914 e170 v44~v29 2.760× 10−03 5.892
e82 v36~v71 1.780× 10−04 8.634 e171 v30~v43 3.020× 10−04 8.105
e83 v63~v62 8.660× 10−01 0.144 e172 v30~v44 2.493× 10−03 5.994
e84 v70~v62 9.330× 10−01 0.069 e173 v30~v33 8.161× 10−05 9.414
e85 v71~v62 9.660× 10−01 0.035 e174 v30~v20 1.640× 10−04 8.715
e86 v36~v96 1.780× 10−04 8.634 e175 v30~v21 1.001× 10−04 9.209
e87 v36~v89 6.552× 10−05 9.633 e176 v30~v46 1.003× 10−03 6.904
e88 v36~v90 6.428× 10−04 7.350 e177 v30~v37 3.692× 10−03 5.602
e89 v96~v93 9.940× 10−01 0.006 e178 v30~v38 1.287× 10−03 6.656
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